Welcome to the e-platform Ag-Press.eu!
This tool is meant to serve you and other European journalists interested in finding the most recent
and up to date information from the EU institutions related to agriculture and rural development. It
is managed by the Press & Media team in DG AGRI who adds and updates information on daily basis
and sends all registered members an electronic mail ("Weekly Update") every Thursday afternoon.
This mail highlights the week's most recent news and items.
This guide will take you through the different sections of the website and explain how you can use
them. (What is highlighted is where you can add input to the site yourself!)
The "drop-down" menu on the top covers all the content of the website.

 ABOUT
Simply explains what the site is about and for whom. It also provides you the address if
you have question or suggestions to make
 NEWS and EVENTS
NEWS are automatically uploaded as they appear in the Newsroom on EUROPA, but we
sometimes add other pieces of news too, when relevant and interesting. Most official
documents are thereby available also in other languages than English.
EU EVENTS is for all events we add, organised by - or with participation of - the EU
institutions.
LOCAL EVENTS this is a section where you as Ag-Press member is welcome to upload
local, regional or national events that you think could interest fellow Ag-Press members!
 MEMBERS' CORNER
SHARE YOUR STORY this is one of the sections that make the website exclusive because
here you can upload your own stories to be shared with other network members; the

categories "meet the farmer" and "other stories" are for you, the "network activities" is
where we announce upcoming trips and events that we organise for Ag-Press members!
MY PROFILE takes you to the information submitted when registering. You can at any
time update and modify this information.
MEMBERS is a great network tool because here you can find the "profile" information of
all other registered Ag-Press members – search by country, first or last name!
 PRINT & AV MATERIAL provides you with links to the most recent:
PRINT MATERIAL, such as publications, studies, reports, speeches etc.
VIDEO GALLERY is where we publish links to videos from events (Councils, meetings,
etc.) and other happenings (!)
PHOTO GALLERY offers a collection of pictures, official from the Institutions, but also
pictures from our study and press trips. You may of course use them, mentioning the
source.
GLOSSARY links to the CAP glossary on EUROPA, Agriculture and Rural Development
website.
 AGRI MARKETS & STATISTICS provides you with the links to the latest evolution on the
different agri-markets through the specific DG AGRI DASHBOARDS on Milk, Cereals,
Meat, Fruits, Wine etc.
The six "blocks" on the homepage shows you the most recent items for each section and offers you
a button/direct link that will take you to the full list of i.e. news or previous posts. The LATEST
TWEETS, which is one of those six blocks, figure only on the homepage and flags what are the most
recent tweets on the @EU_Agri Twitter account.
Would you have any suggestions of feed-back regarding Ag-Press.eu we would be more than happy
to receive it on AGRI-MEDIA@ec.europa.eu !!!
Ulrika, Roger, Cornelia, Monika & Heike
DG AGRI Press & Media team

